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Abstract

The article examines the principal laws of print design, such as communicativeness, usability and visual attractiveness, in terms of their current use in a modern urban regional newspaper. This paper also presents an analysis of "The Evening Murmansk" newspaper design (logo, photos, front page), along with experts' interviews and readers' polls. The relevance of the work is the unique regional material, as well as a special view on the regional media fate, presented by the perception that modern urban regional newspapers are understaffed with both technical and human resources to attract attention of readers, especially of young people.
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1. Introduction

The relevance of this work derives from the fact that with the advent of computer technology in the modern world, the design of printed publications has changed [2,5,6,7,12]. New opportunities for desktop publishing today allow using in the creation of print media such techniques that one could only dream about. A huge number of typefaces' marks of all possible forms and numerous decorative elements, absence of technical limitations regarding dimensional characteristics of columns, illustrations and size – all this gives a total freedom to creative imagination. Such techniques as L-shaped layout of the material, different column height, negative leading in headings and others are no longer prohibited. A well-known web designer Artemy Lebedev already states that there are no laws in design, and there won't be any in the future. However, any kind of design, be it jewelry, automotive, landscape or media, is to be studied specifically. Unfortunately, today anyone who has a technically mastered graphical package of desktop publishing software starts considering oneself a printing designer. For this reason, there are so many examples of amateur, self-generated newspapers and magazines that do not meet any canons of a professional journalist product.

The purpose of this article is to analyze the current state of urban regional press, while identifying its conformity/inconsistency with contemporary requirements of media design.

2. Methods

The following methods were used in the study: expert interview, social survey, method of continuous sampling.

3. Results

Despite the skeptical attitude to existence of laws in the modern media design, it is necessary to recognize the existence of the following three laws: the communicativeness law, the law of usability, the law of visual attractiveness [9,19].

Communicativeness law

Hardly anyone would deny that content is the key element in any medium. That is why the primary design objective of a journal or newspaper is to provide relevant content so that the consumer-reader could fully appreciate any message he or she receives: easily find the necessary topic, get the required information on the publication in the output data, become sure that the magazine is "fresh", not published two years ago, etc. "We can talk about design, but in talk we are trying to deliver something: an idea, a feeling or a message. This transfer is the real purpose of design in general. Design is impossible without the transfer of something. The task is to indicate the idea of the transmitted message. Next begins the design itself, that is, the choice of visual..."
The best examples of professionally designed media attract readers with a well-thought consistent visual appearance. A professionally built composition of the publication does not only prevent it from breaking into separate fragments, but also creates a memorable visual image in the reader’s mind. There are many techniques that allow creating a memorable visual image of a printed publication, such as contrasts, style, suddenness.

When you need to attract attention, the indistinguishable design is not enough, you need to add contrasts: of size (a full-page text paragraph with an illustration in the size of the paragraph with the rest of the space filled with "air"); colors (one color illustration on a black and white page – as a single burst of color); forms (combination of amorphous, blurred background and sharp foreground objects); fonts (massive chopped fonts next to elegant serif ones, scaling of particular font characters); meanings (deliberate violation of the usual order of things, use of knowingly impossible relations); dynamics and statics (a fast moving object on a fixed background, a hurried patter of information kit next to an analytically thoughtful article); habitual and unexpected. "Comparable elements, without violating the laws of integrity, combination and comparison, should be contrast, conflictual to one another, emphasizing, highlighting the range of differences and diversity and each other, and their relationship" [9].

The choice of proper publishing design is the key to success in achieving the individuality of the media: standard style is conservative, calm and boring; corporate style – clear, organized and predictable, creating an impression of trust and reliability; “zesty” style is characterized by the use of vivid images, dazzling design techniques, which makes it effective in a wide range of publications (from conservative, restrained to anarchic and youth-led); information-rich style makes a formal, professional impression; “assorted” style is liberal, easy, creating a bright array of images, provided with a separate text annotation; fontography implies careful work with fonts, which can successfully replace graphic images under the condition of skillful processing and logical transformation of characters; trendy style follows fashion trends, it looks modern or technological, always in trend.

The method of unexpectedness is often used in advertising design; however, it is much more difficult to use it for creation of an image of a printed edition. Instead of an obvious photo, the text is illustrated by nonstandard infographics; bolding of the principal idea in the text is replaced by an unusually formed marginal headings or an insert on a colored underlay. Among the standard-width columns, a “floating” column suddenly appears, with the signature to a photo or a message with important information from the main text; the two-line headline is given in a thick gray chopped and thin black font with serifs and negative leading; two symmetrical blocky materials, representing different points of view, are transformed into L-shaped text blocks entering one another, as in a puzzle. Properly applied height difference of columns creates a geometric outline of the material, makes it slightly more frivolous, but, at the same time, more attractive.

Both a beginner and an experienced designer are always helped by their “breath of vision”; having seen a million paintings, you will start to understand the fine art – therefore, the more different design patterns you know, the more interesting, more original appearance of a publication you’ll be able to create.

It is clear that to be successful, a publication must meet a number of criteria, including the ability to quickly perceive information, the presence of a whole and recognizable visual appearance [4,13,15,18], which makes the newspaper an edition with its own “face” [1]; readability of the newspaper [11]. Yet another important feature in the field of printed design is the so-called “compartmentalization” [16]. Studies of foreign scientists have recently turned to the problem of visualization as a basis for perceiving political events, in particular terrorism [3,10].
In this regard, it is important to see how regional publications meet modern requirements for media design [8, 20].

4. Discussion

Having considered the features of artistic design of the Murmansk Region city newspaper ("The Evening Murmansk"/ "Vecherniy Murmansk"), the authors identified the major design issues of a regional printed publication.

"The Evening Murmansk" newspaper presents itself as a local daily information and analytical publication intended for the general public. According to the newspaper's employees, the target audience of the newspaper is women aged 28 and over and men aged 35 and over.

The main purpose of the newspaper is to inform citizens about the most important events in the city and to provide a review of these events. Thematically, the newspaper refers to socio-political publications and is one of the main newspapers in the city of Murmansk. It is worth noticing that the newspaper is distributed not only in the territory of the city of Murmansk itself, but also in other 49 cities and towns of the Murmansk Region.

The newspaper has been published since January 2, 1991 and is one of the most authoritative and promising periodicals in the Murmansk Region. It occupies its own niche and is one of the leaders in the printed information market in the Murmansk Region.

To analyze the use of key design elements in the newspaper, we have interviewed a few experts. Executive Secretary of "The Evening Murmansk" newspaper Elena Muracheva told us about the highlights of creating a newspaper issue. Dmitry Baulin, Head of the Marketing Department of the Moscow Research Institute of Applied Chemistry, answered our questions from the standpoint of the newspaper attractiveness to the readers and commented on the results of a sociological survey conducted within the framework of this study. The choice of an expert is because previously Dmitry Baulin worked in the field of website design, and currently writes articles on the activities of the company. Igor Moiseev, a young and promising web designer from the well-known Murmansk portal "vmurmanske.ru", who is also promoting his personal projects ("CesarArts"), has analyzed the design elements of the newspaper in terms of originality and design sophistication.

The analysis of the journalistic material has shown that "The Evening Murmansk" is characterized by consistency of the headings – one of the indispensable qualities of a professional newspaper. This newspaper, as well as most other regional newspapers, is characterized by a "billboard-looking" front page, which essentially turns it into a cover with several announcements of materials from the internal pages of the newspaper along with small news clips. The newspaper is characterized by a mosaic structure of the last page, due to the reference information, advertising modules, and congratulations published there. The internal pages of the newspaper are more "serene" in composition.

The header of "The Evening Murmansk" newspaper spreads to the width of the entire front page. It includes the logo, the name of the newspaper, the emblem of the city of Murmansk, as well as the data on periodicity of the newspaper (daily city newspaper), the serial number of the issue, the date of publication of this issue and the date of publication of the first issue of the newspaper.

The newspaper's logo was designed by the newspaper editor. Before the rebranding, which happened in 2010, the logo was a cat carrying a newspaper in his paws. According to Elena Muracheva, the Executive Secretary of "The Evening Murmansk", the logo was not related to the name of the newspaper, although it was associated with it. At a meeting of the editorial board, it was decided that the logo should be related to the newspaper; therefore, it is now an abbreviation of its name – a dark blue "B" (in Russian) letter and a white "M" (in Russian) letter. This logo is an example of typographics. As is known, typographics in a newspaper can manifest itself not only in the choice of a font for processing text material, but also as visual elements. Thus, the logo of "The Evening Murmansk" newspaper consists of two letters created with the help of an accredited font, which is inappropriate to use for the main text, but which is suitable for a logo. The logo of the newspaper is also an artistic image, since the letter "B" resembles a sail of a ship, and the letter "M" bears a resemblance to a gull. The presence of such a visual image allows attributing the logo of "The Evening Murmansk" newspaper to typographics.

The marketer Dmitry Baulin called the logo "frivolous, to put it bluntly – inappropriate to the name of the newspaper". He thinks that the chopped font of the newspaper title suggests a logo in more rigid straight lines, "conveying solidity and completeness". In his opinion, the name "Evening Murmansk" is associated with such concepts as the "end of the day" and "debriefing".

We asked the designer Igor Moiseev to comment on the logo of the newspaper from the perspective of its modernity, originality, attractiveness and technical performance. According to the designer, the logo "has become obsolete for ten years". He also notes that the idea to make the letter "B" look like a sail and "M" like a seagull is good, but the performance does not correspond to the status of a quality modern newspaper. The designer believes that the logo contains unpleasant twists and gaps. According to Igor Valerievich, the most "unpleasant" point of the logo is the connection of two lines on the wing of the letter "M", resembling a seagull. From the point of technical execution, the designer called this work unprofessional, "a student's work in the vector". He noted that the logo consists only of the Bezier lines with little attention paid to the details. Moreover, according to Igor Moiseev, the logo does not match the name of the newspaper. "Evening and Murmansk are familiar features of buildings in the sunset, that is, clear outlines and silhouettes. A seagull and a sailboat would probably be more suitable for a newspaper with the name "Maritime Bulletin".

The illustrations in the newspaper are mainly photographic, mostly with people in the picture. Of the 15 analyzed issues, each of them had a picture with people on the front page. Of the 199 pictures presented in the sample, 141 photographs focus on people. Pictures are present on each page, with 3-6 pictures on the spread (both vertical and horizontal). According to Elena Muracheva, the Executive Secretary of "The Evening Murmansk", journalists often bring only horizontal images, while the layout often lacks "vertical" photos. In this case, we have to cut horizontal images or try to rearrange the page layout.

A survey of the audience of the newspaper showed that most respondents did not consider its design very successful. This means that if the competition increases, the newspaper may lose some of its readers. The prospects for development of the printing market in the city of Murmansk and the Murmansk Region do not seem unambiguous. On the one hand, the region's population is constantly shrinking, and the prospects for development of media business are few. On the other hand, the emergence of new industrial enterprises and associations, the strengthening of the Murmansk transport hub, practical steps in the development of Arctic shelf oil and gas reserves, the prospects for creating economic zones in the region may require new specialized or publicly available publications. For this reason, the readers who are indifferent to the design of "The Evening Murmansk" newspaper need to be persuaded with the help of rebranding.

To give the newspaper an individual image, the authors propose a number of recommendations based on analysis of the theoretical material, expert opinions and readers’ poll.
Thus, the editorial staff of the newspaper needs to conduct a large-scale study of public opinion on the issue of the newspaper design. Based on the research, the newspaper needs to launch a contest among the readers of the newspaper in order to develop options for the newspaper decoration. The next stage should be a focus group, which will show the editorial office in which direction it is necessary to move when updating the design.

We propose to increase the number of pages in the weekly issues of the newspaper due to the increase in the size of photographs, the total area of free space on the band, the increase in the font size of the headlines and the increase in the area allocated for advertising modules.

The authors of this study recommend "The Evening Murmansk" newspaper to use modern design elements, evolved as a result of the newspaper design transformation. Pages of the newspaper will acquire brightness and individuality due to the use of such an element as infographics [14]. Yet, it is necessary to redesign the newspaper [16, 17, 18].

5. Conclusion

Compliance with the laws of communication, usability and attractiveness required for any media in the modern digital age is closely related to capabilities of the regional media, both technical and human. Unfortunately, a regional city newspaper often does not have such opportunities.

Such a situation somewhat changes the angle of the traditional perception of the city newspaper by its readers and founders. It is believed that modern city newspapers hold a strong position in the information space of the city and form a special publication system, combined by the main categorical feature – their local character (distribution area). However, the functioning of this type of publications is greatly influenced by the founding staff and established relationships with the local authorities, which makes the urban press less pluralistic in terms of ideological and political parameters. The concept of “proximity to the reader”, which consists in a gradation of importance of the news on four main criteria: spatial, temporal, social and emotional, is already losing its relevance due to the global information space.

Communication with the regional media leaders showed some illusory nature of their views. Thus, the editors of the regional newspapers quite optimistically assess the situation in terms of informational, combined by the main categorical feature information space of the city and form a special publication system. The regional city newspaper often does not correspond to the mentality of its readers, though of a certain age, those who had formed their understanding of the region in the Soviet era and live with outdated ideas about the north. Such readers can be attracted to modern design of the newspaper only at a stretch.
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